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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The purpose of this briefing is to update you on the development of the Canterbury Climate Partnership Plan, and seek support and feedback on the 10 CCPP actions.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Canterbury councils see and deal with the impact of a changing climate first-hand, including its impact on the environment, infrastructure, businesses and people's lives. All Canterbury councils acknowledge climate change as a significant and long-term challenge and that we all share a role in working together to find solutions and adapt. Councils are at different stages in strategy development and action planning and have differing levels of individual resource availability to implement action. All 11 councils in Canterbury have worked together to develop this plan – the Canterbury Climate Partnership Plan - which sets out how we intend to work together and with others to support our transition to a thriving, climate-resilient, low-emissions region. This Plan is being developed under the Canterbury Mayoral Forum structure. All Canterbury councils are involved through the Canterbury Climate Change Working Group (CCWG), a staff-level group with representatives from Canterbury councils, which operates under the Canterbury Mayoral Forum. Tim Davie, Director of Science at Environment Canterbury, is the group’s Convener and secretariat support is provided through Environment Canterbury. The Climate Action Planning Reference Group is made up of elected members from each council and is overseeing the development of the plan. This group is chaired by Mayor Dan Gordon from Waimakariri District Council, and Cllr Pauling is Environment Canterbury’s representative on that group.



CLIMATE CHANGE RISKS 
IN KAIKŌURA DISTRICT
• More extreme weather events
• More hot days and fewer frosts
• Warming ocean temperatures
• Ocean acidification

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
From the CCCRA: While the uplift of the Kaikōura coastline's rocky platforms in the 2016 earthquake means that that sea level rise is not expected to be a problem in the short term, climate change still brings other challenges to prepare for.Climate change projections show that the district will experience extreme weather events more frequently, and more hot days and fewer frosts. From Kaikōura website: Climate change contributes largely to the decrease in biodiversity, with many impacts such as changes in migration, breeding and blooming in plants and animals being seen already. Biodiversity provides resilience for us as we adapt to the fluctuations bought on by climate change.



Warming projections for Canterbury

Mid-range
emissions scenario

2040        2090

Business as usual 
emissions scenario

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To help communities understand and plan for projected changes, we need to understand what is expected in CanterburyCommissioned NIWA to deliver projections for the regionTwo scenarios used – a mid-range emissions scenario, and a BAU scenario, with projections for the middle and end of the centuryBAU scenario could be considered unreasonable as we are starting to make changes to emissions, but it does illustrate the sorts of changes projected if we take little or no actionTemperature increases for each scenario aren’t hugely different by mid century; much more evident by end of century



More hot days

Baseline

Baseline number of annual hot days (≥ 25°C)

Business as usual

Change in number of annual hot days (≥ 25°C)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
- Baseline number of annual hot days in 1995Around Kaikoura: 1995 baseline up to 20 hot days per year; end of century up to 40 hot days per yearHot days where the temperature gets above 25 degrees C affects vulnerable parts of our population (younger and older people) as well as causing heat stress in livestock



Fewer frosts

Baseline Business as usual

Baseline number of annual frost days (≤ 0°C) Change in number of annual frost days (≤ 0 °C)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
- Baseline number of annual frost days in 1995Changes vary depending on where you are (1995 ~ up to10 frost days per year in and around Kaikoura; up to 5 fewer frost days per year by end of century)Frosts have an important role in helping control pests and diseases



Changes to rainfall patterns
Wetter on the plains Wetter winters Drier for some in summer

Change in annual mean rainfall Change in winter mean rainfall Change in summer mean rainfall

Business as usual Business as usualBusiness as usual

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Kaikoura slightly wetter overall – both in winter and in summer



• Increasing rainfall intensity
• More slips and larger 

floods
• Increased runoff, erosion 

and sedimentation
• Impacts on infrastructure, 

water supply, coastal 
erosion

Intense 
rain/storm 
impacts

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Extreme rainfall intensity likely to increase with ongoing warming - more moisture is held in a warmer atmosphereThese increases will be particularly apparent in rare, short duration events like intense thunderstorms; also likely to see increased rainfall intensity during events like ex-tropical cyclonesIncreases to extreme rainfall are likely to have a significant impact on New Zealand’s infrastructure, with the roading network more at risk from floods and slips as well as coastal erosion and storm surges



Impacts on 
marine 
environments
• More frequent and severe 

marine heatwaves
• Increased pests and diseases
• Effects on taonga species

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
More frequent and severe marine heatwaves can affect the wider food web – bull kelp losses in Kaikōura during the 2017/18 marine heatwaveNote recent fish losses in aquaculture – e.g. NZ King Salmon in Marlborough Sounds; now looking to establish open ocean aquaculture up to 7 km offshoreAlso recent study (Massey and UC researchers, 2022) suggests that by the end of the century, taonga such as sperm whales may no longer inhabit our coastal waters due warming ocean temperatures – impacts on economy (fewer and less reliable sightings of sperm whales for tourists, which has significant implications for communities such as those in Kaikōura – could affect as much as 30% of the workforce) plus loss of cultural connectionOcean acidification also affects the sustainability of kaimoana and the ability to practice mahinga kai – e.g. pipi, pāua, kina all affected



• Collective climate actions best advanced on a regional level to 
maximise implementation efficiency and effectiveness, and value for 
money.

• Complements local climate strategies and plans developed by 
individual councils.

• Actions to address the priority risks identified within the Canterbury 
Climate Change Risk Assessment.

• Development aligned to councils LTP timeframes ($ through LTPs – 
dependent on results of deliberations in June).

• Acknowledges the current financial pressures faced by local 
government and offers a pragmatic financial advantage. 

THE CANTERBURY CLIMATE 
PARTNERSHIP PLAN…

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Climate change is one of the Mayoral Forum’s top 3 priorities. The recently updated Plan for Canterbury again emphasises their climate change focus and includes reducing their carbon footprint, working together on climate action planning, building community resilience, and making our infrastructure as strong as it can be.Our plan shows how councils will work together on specific climate actions.  Every council in Canterbury is already involved with climate action in their city, district or region, and the Canterbury Climate Partnership Plan doesn’t detract from that work. Instead, this plan joins the dots, enabling us to align our work programmes, create efficiencies, and provide regional solutions to shared problems. The actions are intended to complement, not duplicate, climate efforts of individual councils. These actions will allow councils to advance their own climate change knowledge, understanding and gain momentum with local action.The funding for this initial set of actions is being delivered through this round of LTP. We are awaiting the results of the LTP deliberations at all councils before we can confirm the amount of funding we have.  More on that later.Although some of the actions we’ve identified will take a number of years to deliver, this plan is not a long-term strategy or action plan for the region. The actions you’ll see in this plan are the key first steps in our journey together to tackle climate change. These actions will need to be revisited and built on in coming years as our knowledge advances, legislation and policy changes and climate impacts become more of a reality.



BENEFITS

• Regional leadership & community 
focus

• A united voice & enhanced 
influence

• Leveraging collective resources, 
sharing knowledge & expertise

• Maximising efficiencies

• Fostering innovation

• Building resilience

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Following the completion of the Canterbury Climate Change Risk Assessment in late 2021, there was consensus amongst the CCWG and the Canterbury Mayoral Forum to investigate options for collaborating on climate action planning in the region.To tackle climate change and its impacts effectively, we know we must work together. By joining forces and taking bold, collective climate action here in Waitaha/Canterbury, we unlock a multitude of benefits for our communities and can even transform risks into opportunities.�This regional collaboration will deliver a Canterbury Climate Partnership Plan laying out how Canterbury councils intend to work together to mitigate the causes and impacts of climate change on the region's communities and ecosystems. We sought to get the best ‘bang for buck’ for Canterbury residents while accelerating the scale and pace of climate action for current and future generations. The 10 climate actions in this plan are the key first steps in our journey towards a sustainable future. �Regional leadership and community focusClimate change will have significant physical, economic, and socio-cultural impacts on our communities. Partnering on climate action allows for joint leadership to address these issues and collectively improve the four wellbeings for Canterbury communities.A united voice and enhanced influenceOur united voice carries greater weight in advocating for our region’s needs to central government.  By presenting a unified front, we can help shape legislation and policy and secure climate action funding and finance that aligns with our shared climate objectives.Leveraging collective resources, sharing knowledge and expertiseTogether, we possess a wealth of expertise, resources, and knowledge. By pooling our strengths, we can learn from each other and achieve far more than any one council could alone. From shared research and funding opportunities to coordinated projects, collaboration amplifies our regional impact.Maximising efficiencyReducing duplication of efforts and streamlining processes, collaboration allows us to achieve greater efficiency in implementing climate initiatives across Canterbury. With coordinated efforts, we can achieve results faster and more effectively, delivering tangible benefits to our communities.Fostering innovationCollaboration sparks creativity and innovation. By sharing ideas and best practices, we can inspire new approaches to tackling climate challenges. Through collaborative research and pilot projects, we can experiment with cutting-edge solutions and pioneer new, sustainable ways of doing things.Building resilienceClimate change does not stop at district or regional borders. By collaborating across councils and looking beyond to our neighbouring regions, we can develop comprehensive resilience strategies that protect all our communities from the impacts of extreme weather events, sea-level rise, and other climate-related risks.



June 2023 

Strategic 
framework agreed 

by Reference 
Group with 
subsequent 

council 
endorsements and 

feedback

November 2023

Stakeholder 
engagement through 

Environment 
Canterbury’s “What’s 

Our Future, Canterbury 
and Let’s Pick a Path” 
initiatives, including 
climate summits in 

each district

November 2023 

CMF endorsed in 
principle the 

recommended 
total investment of 

$1.47m over 3 
years for 

collaborative 
climate actions.

February 2024

Workshop held 
with Working 

Group & Reference 
Group. Actions 

agreed in principle 
by Reference 

Group. 

April 2024

Plan being drafted 
and reviewed by 
Working Group & 
Reference Group. 

PROJECT MILESTONES TO DATE

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We have achieved some significant milestones over the last year:In June 2023, we collectively agreed on a strategic framework and invited councils to feedback and endorse our vision, principles, strategic outcomes and objectives. All Canterbury councils supported the Partnership Plan’s strategic framework. In November 2023, we engaged with stakeholders and communities on climate action through engagement summits in each district held during the What’s our Future, Canterbury, and Let’s pick a path campaigns.Also in November 2023, the CEF/CMF endorsed in principle the recommended total investment of $1.47 m for collaborative climate actions. This is still subject to confirmation through LTP deliberations.In February 2024, the Climate Change Working Group refined and agreed on a list of 10 actions, and sub-actions, which I am discussing with you today. 



ACTION 
DEVELOPMENT 
PROCESS 

Climate Change 
Risk 
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Long list of 
climate actions

Region-wide 
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Short listing 
actions

Business cases 
for $$$ actions

Further 
refinement to 

top 10

Reference 
Group feedback 

& support
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The diagram gives a summary overview of how climate actions were developed. The completion of the Canterbury Climate Change Risk Assessment in early 2022, provided a good evidence base to develop actions that address priority risks. We needed to develop the strategic framework first, to ensure we were clear on the outcomes we were trying to achieve through climate action planning. Through multiple workshops in 2023, the CCWG developed a long list of climate actions. All councils have contributed to the development of actions, including working in sub-groups on high level business cases for the more significant $$ actions.Region-wide engagement feedback received at the end of last year, provided stakeholder and community input into the action development. The action overview table included in the agenda pack, includes a summary of the engagement feedback received. Parallel to engagement, the CCWG further refined the long list of actions, by prioritising actions based on a set of criteria.  To investigate the feasibility and to scope actions, business cases were developed for the more costly actions. This then led to further refinement to top 10 key actions for discussion today. 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Reminder:The strategic framework, including a vision, principles and strategic outcomes and objectives. Councillors have seen this before and endorsed the framework before it was signed off by the Reference Group in December 2023. The Plan focuses on 6 outcomes and supporting objectives (goals).



10 PRIMARY ACTIONS IDENTIFIED
Understanding Climate 

Risks and Improving 
Resilience

Understand climate 
hazards and risks in 
Canterbury to support 
evidence-based 
decision making and 
improve regional 
resilience.

Emissions Reduction

Work together across 
the region to build 
equitable, inclusive 
pathways, targets, and 
key actions to support 
New Zealand’s 
commitments towards 
global greenhouse gas 
emissions reduction.

Adaptation Planning

Support best practice 
approaches for local 
adaptation planning 
with communities. 

Nature Based 
Solutions

Facilitate the 
development of a 
Canterbury blue-green 
network to increase 
natural capital, 
indigenous biodiversity 
and offer nature-based 
solutions to climate 
change effects. 

Climate Change 
Education and Advocacy 
to support communities

Support community 
understanding about 
the local impacts of 
climate change and 
promote individual and 
collective climate 
action. 

Supporting Papatipu 
Rūnanga

Support Papatipu 
Rūnanga with climate 
action and provide 
continuing opportunity 
for their involvement 
with Canterbury 
Climate Partnership 
Plan projects to the 
extent they so wish.

Integrating climate 
change considerations 

in council processes

Work collaboratively to 
build local government 
capability and enhance 
its capacity to adapt in 
a changing climate.

Climate Funding and 
Financing

Identify and leverage 
co-funding and 
financing opportunities 
for climate adaptation 
and resilience.

Monitoring and 
Evaluation

Monitor and report on 
progress towards 
achieving the actions 
and outcomes of the 
Partnership Plan. 

Implementation

Assemble an 
implementation team 
to ensure the 
successful delivery and 
implementation of the 
Canterbury Climate 
Partnership Plan.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Canterbury Climate Change Working Group has identified 10 key climate actions, some of which are supported by sub–actions.These actions have been developed through a robust and iterative process, involving many hours of collaborative workshops.The actions are focused on addressing key knowledge gaps, priority risks, and opportunities: i.e. improving our evidence base; strengthening decision-making tools; promoting partnerships and ensuring a Te Tiriti approach.These actions are critical collaborative steps in the journey toward our vision of a thriving, climate-resilient, low emissions Canterbury.I want to reiterate that these actions are intended to complement, not duplicate, climate efforts of individual councils. 



CCPP CLIMATE ACTIONS/SUBACTIONS

•Scope and develop a Canterbury-wide visualisation tool for use by councils 
to support climate adaptation and resilience planning

•Update the Canterbury climate change risk and urgency assessment to 
ensure a comprehensive and up to date understanding of key risks and 
opportunities under different climate change scenarios at a regional and 
district level.

Understand climate hazards and risks in 
Canterbury to support evidence-based 
decision making and improve regional 

resilience.

•Collate data and develop models to develop carbon inventories and 
identify transition pathways for Canterbury to support New Zealand's 
national greenhouse gas commitments.

•Based on transition pathways identified for Canterbury, undertake a 
regional transition risk and opportunities assessment, including an 
economic impact assessment, to inform an equitable and inclusive 
transition to a low emissions region.

•Work with partners, communities, and key stakeholders to build a regional 
low emissions transition strategy that supports equitable, inclusive local 
pathways to a thriving, climate-resilient region meeting emissions 
reduction targets.

Work together across the region to build 
equitable, inclusive pathways, targets, and 

key actions to support New Zealand’s 
commitments towards global greenhouse gas 

emissions reduction.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In your briefing pack you will see the actions and subactions listed.  I won’t go into these in detail but I’ll will provide a brief rationale for each actions.Action 1 – Understanding Climate Risks and Improving ResilienceWe need to know who and what is at risk and where in order for us to prioritise resources.This action is about furthering our understanding of climate risks in the region so that we can improve resilience. Action 2 – Emissions Reduction At a global scale, the more we reduce our emissions, the better our ability to adapt to the impacts of climate change.  Rod Carr - if we not do cut our greenhouse gas emissions we will be left with fewer choices on how to adapt and react.Canterbury is New Zealand’s largest region, hence the Regional- and district councils have an important role to play in supporting international and national commitments to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and transition to a low-emissions future.  We want to work together with partners and key stakeholders to ensure we are making robust, evidence-informed decisions about which pathways we need to follow.



CCPP CLIMATE ACTIONS/SUBACTIONS

•Develop and implement a best practice approach for councils in Canterbury 
to work effectively and efficiently together with communities on adaptation 
planning and implementation.

Support best practice approaches for local 
adaptation planning with communities.

•Develop a Canterbury-wide ecosystem climate change risk and vulnerability 
assessment. 

•Develop a blue-green network plan for Canterbury and accompanying 
guidance to support locally-led implementation.

Facilitate the development of a Canterbury 
blue-green network to increase natural 

capital, indigenous biodiversity and offer 
nature-based solutions to climate change 

effects.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Action 3 - Adaptation PlanningNo matter how quickly we reduce emissions around the globe or in New Zealand, some level of climate change is already inevitable and we already seeing those effects around New Zealand.It is both an absolute necessity and opportunity that we adapt.Councils play a pivotal role in helping communities adapt to climate change. We need to work together to understand what is happening, what matters most, what we can do about it, how we can implement and monitor.  This action is about councils working together (and with others) long term on adaptation planning in Canterbury to ensure a consistent and coordinated best practice approach across the region, avoiding duplication of effort and sharing learnings. Action 4 – Nature Based SolutionsWe can work with nature to address the climate and biodiversity challenges we face. Nature based solutions offer a cost-effective and practical approach to adapting to climate change, building resilience, mitigating emissions and improving environmental outcomes.(A blue-green network is the term used to describe a series of spaces and corridors that follow and connect blue (e.g. water bodies) and green spaces (e.g. parks, green areas).  Blue-green networks provide a nature-based approach to climate change impacts integrating natural and built environments. The use of blue-green infrastructure helps to reduce the effects of climate change whilst providing many co-benefits. They are seen as a cost-effective alternative for mitigating hazards and provide increased opportunities for place-making and enhanced identity. It also leads to increased community safety and resilience,  carbon sequestration and biodiversity credits, and enables implementation at a local level.  ) Nature Based Solutions has the following sub-actions for sub-action 4.2:4.2a Maximise opportunities to collaborate with key stakeholders to provide guidance on blue-green infrastructure placement and hazard resilience investment.4.2b Collaborate and align with Greater Christchurch Partnership and key stakeholders to deliver a blue-green network.� 4.2c Investigate the feasibility of establishing blue-green infrastructure on council-owned land, including identifying priority locations for implementation across Canterbury.   



•Continue to develop the “It’s Time, Canterbury” initiative into a 
comprehensive resource hub for climate education and collective 
action across Canterbury.

•Collaborate with Civil Defence and Emergency Management in 
Canterbury to produce communications materials that integrate 
climate action and resilience to natural hazards.

Support community understanding about 
the local impacts of climate change and 

promote individual and collective climate 
action.

•Understand the climate action requirements of Papatipu Rūnanga and 
support councils to work with Papatipu Rūnanga individually and 
collectively to implement these actions.

•Work with Paptipu Rūnanga mātauranga Māori experts to understand 
and integrate indigenous knowledge into local climate action.

Support Papatipu Rūnanga with climate 
action and provide continuing opportunity 

for their involvement with 
Canterbury Climate Partnership Plan 
projects to the extent they so wish.

CCPP CLIMATE ACTIONS/SUBACTIONS
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Action 5 – Climate Change Education and AdvocacyThese actions build on the work done to date on ‘It’s time, Canterbury’ where councils have already pooled resources, knowledge and expertise for a regional approach to climate advocacy and awareness raising. We aim to educate, empower, and engage. We will support communities with accurate and up to date information about the urgency and severity of climate change, empower them with the knowledge and confidence to act as agents of change, and engage them throughout the journey to a resilient low-emissions future.  CDEM has told us that climate change will influence their hazard profile and all indicators suggest we will be responding to climatological emergencies more often. We have a role across the 4Rs and being able to support community resilience and preparedness to all hazards is a key function of CDEM.  Action 6 - Supporting Papatipu RūnangaCanterbury councils have identified these actions so that they can seek to better understand both the needs and aspirations of mana whenua and how councils are best placed to support their climate action planning at place.  The actions also signal the intent to provide an open door to involvement by Papatipu Rūnanga in the governance and implementation of the Canterbury Climate Partnership Plan should they so wish.    At the project initiation we sought advice from several members of the Rūnanga steering group which was formed during the risk assessment, and TRONT, on how to seek involvement of papatipu rūnanga in the development of the plan.  The advice we received was that rūnanga involvement would be challenging due to capacity constraints and competing priorities at the time of project initiation. The Climate Change Working Group and Reference Group continue to welcome involvement from papatipu rūnanga both at a governance and implementation level and are mindful of their capacity challenges. A letter has been drafted and sent by Mayoral Forum to the Chairs of the papatipu rūnanga to update them on the progress of the Partnership Plan and extend an open invitation for input on the draft actions, particularly the key action that relates to papatipu rūnanga.  



•Integrate climate change mitigation and adaptation considerations 
across all council business including decisions, policies, projects, 
procurement, and infrastructure development.

Work collaboratively to build local 
government capability and enhance its 
capacity to adapt in a changing climate.

•Advocate to central government for funding to be made available for 
the climate-related actions that need to be taken by local 
government to address the gap between current local government 
funding nd what is needed for the comprehensive climate action that 
is required in the future.

•Explore the feasibility of a Canterbury Climate Commitment that 
inspires and unites businesses and communities to accelerate climate 
action.

Identify and leverage co-funding and 
financing opportunities for climate 

adaptation and resilience.

CCPP CLIMATE ACTIONS/SUBACTIONS
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Action 7 - Integrating climate change considerations in council processesNot only must our communities adapt but councils must too in order to be effective in a changing climate.We have a unique opportunity to embed climate resilience at our core. This will ensure that climate considerations are not treated as separate or optional but are instead integrated across all aspects of local government operations. We seen this with the recent approach to the integration of climate change across all core services. Action 8 – Climate Funding and FinancingClimate action comes at an initial cost. The recently published Future for Local Government Report (2023) recognises the gap between current local government funding and what is needed for comprehensive climate action. Our BAU model of funding may not work in the future.The wide range and scale of climate actions required by councils in the coming years will likely require funding and financing beyond council’s existing methods.   Canterbury councils intend to work together to identify and leverage current and future funding and financing opportunities to enable them to implement necessary initiatives and actions without straining budgets and putting further pressure on ratepayers.  



•Develop and implement a monitoring and evaluation plan which 
includes the co-development of climate related indicators 
appropriate to Canterbury.

Monitor and report on progress 
towards achieving the actions and 
outcomes of the Partnership Plan.

•(Implementation options currently in development)

Assemble an implementation team to 
ensure the successful delivery and 
implementation of the Canterbury 

Climate Partnership Plan.

CCPP CLIMATE ACTIONS/SUBACTIONS
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Action 9 – Monitoring and EvaluationWe will need to regularly monitor and evaluate the Canterbury Climate Partnership Plan to ensure that actions are impactful, and the desired outcomes are being met.   The development of climate-related indicators offers valuable data for decision-making, helps assess the region's vulnerability to various climate-related risks, and enables policymakers to assess the effectiveness of policies and interventions.Action 10 - ImplementationThe Working Group have worked hard to develop ambitious, yet tangible short term climate actions in this first Canterbury Climate Partnership Plan.To ensure the successful delivery and implementation of this plan, an implementation team (virtual) (ie. core group of people from different councils) is needed the ensure the successful implementation of the actions.This will allow for a continuation of a collaborative approach and reduce pressure and demands on individual councils who do not have staff capacity to manage project delivery of individual actions.  



CMF contribution 
ratios (%)

Y1 LTP Y2 LTP Y3 LTP Total Y1-Y3 LTP

Environment Canterbury 20.5 38,950 151,700 110,700 301,350

Christchurch 20.5 38,950 151,700 110,700 301,350

Selwyn 10.7 20,330 79,180 57,780 157,290

Waimakariri 10.7 20,330 79,180 57,780 157,290

Ashburton 9.8 18,620 72,520 52,920 144,060

Timaru 9.8 18,620 72,520 52,920 144,060

Hurunui 5.2 9,880 38,480 28,080 76,440

Waimate 3.9 7,410 28,860 21,060 57,330

Waitaki 3.9 7,410 28,860 21,060 57,330

Kaikōura 2.5 4,750 18,500 13,500 36,750

Mackenzie 2.5 4,750 18,500 13,500 36,750

TOTAL estimated costs 
for collective action

100 190,000 740,000 540,000 1,470,000

PROPORTIONAL COLLABORATIVE FUNDING 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This slides shows the collective funding contribution that were included in councils LTP budget proposals. As a reminder, this collective pot was endorsed by the Chief Executives Forum and Mayoral Forum at the end of 2023 and now we await confirmation of funding through LTP deliberations.Given the importance of climate action and the impact that can be achieved, this is a conservative collective fund.As councils move towards LTP budget deliberations, I would like to highlight how important it is that we secure the investment we need for implementation.  Together with the Working and Reference Groups, we are currently figuring out further implementation detail including options for sequencing the actions over the following years, who’s leading various actions etc. We will come back to you again (July?) with the draft plan which will include this implementation detail.



CCPP DESIGN

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here are some examples of how the design of the plan is shaping up.  The design team has merged the CMF Branding/colours and the It’s time Canterbury colours.



FINALISING THE CCPP - 2024

1

April 2024
Seek councils support 
and feedback on 
actions (this briefing).

2

June 2024
Seek councils support 
and feedback on draft 
Plan.

3

June 2024 
Confirm CCPP budget 
through councils’ LTP 
decisions.

4

July/August 2024
Seek CEF 
endorsements and 
CMF approval.

5

September 2024
Publish final CCPP
Launch and 
Implement the 
Canterbury Climate 
Partnership Plan!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These are the next steps to the plan’s completion at the end of August 2024. We will brief you again in July (TBC) seeking feedback and support on the draft plan.We are currently working on a communications plan for the launch of the Plan at the end of August.  Our comms team are working on plans for a launch event to coincide with the Mayoral Forum meeting on 30th August.



RECOMMENDATIONS

For Council to:

• note the information provided on the CCPP

• provide feedback on CCPP actions

• support CCPP actions. 
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